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Robert kiyosaki books set

FAKE: Fake Money, Fake Teachers, Fake Assets: How Lies Are Making the Poor and Middle Class PoorerRobert T. Kiyosaki$17.75 - $25.00 Metro Manila~Quezon City, Quezon City, Project 6 1997 book by Robert Kiyosaki and Sharon Lechter This article is about the book. For the Rich Dad brand, see Rich Dad. Rich Dad Poor Dad AuthorRobert Kiyosaki
Sharon L. LechterCover artistJoe TajiCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesRich Dad SeriesGenrePersonal finance, entrepreneurship, business, investing, economicsPublisherWarner Books EdPublication dateApril 1, 2000Media typeHardback and paperbackPages336 or 207ISBN0-446-67745-0OCLC43946801Dewey Decimal332.024
22LC ClassHG179 .K565 2000 Rich Dad Poor Dad is a 1997 book written by Robert Kiyosaki and Sharon Lechter. It advocates the importance of financial literacy (financial education), financial independence and building wealth through investing in assets, real estate investing, starting and owning businesses, as well as increasing one's financial intelligence
(financial IQ). Rich Dad Poor Dad is written in the style of a set of parables, ostensibly based on Kiyosaki's life.[1] The titular "rich dad" is purportedly his friend's father who accumulated wealth due to entrepreneurship and savvy investing, while the "poor dad" is claimed to be Kiyosaki's own father who he says worked hard all his life but never obtained
financial security. However, no one has ever proven that Rich Dad, the man who supposedly gave Kiyosaki all his advice for wealthy living, ever existed. Nor has anyone ever documented any vast reserves of wealth earned by Kiyosaki prior to the publication of Rich Dad Poor Dad in 1997.[2] Reception Praise and support Rich Dad Poor Dad has sold over
32 million copies[3] in more than 51 languages across more than 109 countries, been on the New York Times bestsellers list for over six years,[4] launched a series of books and related products; and received positive reviews from some critics.[5] American talk show host and media mogul Oprah Winfrey endorsed the book on her show. Another celebrity
supporter is actor Will Smith, who said he taught his son about financial responsibility by reading the book.[6] PBS Public Television station KOCE, aired a 55-minute presentation of Robert Kiyosaki titled "A Guide to Wealth" in 2006 which essentially summarises his Rich Dad Poor Dad book. PBS also honoured Robert Kiyosaki with an excellence in
education award in 2005.[7] Donald Trump did a literary collaboration with Kiyosaki in 2006 called Why We Want You To Be Rich, Two Men One Message and a second book called Midas Touch: Why Some Entrepreneurs Get Rich — And Why Most Don't in 2011.[8] American fashion entrepreneur and investor Daymond John has called the book one of his
favorites.[9] Criticism John T. Reed, a critic of Robert Kiyosaki, says, "Rich Dad, Poor Dad contains much wrong advice, much bad advice, and virtually no good advice." He also states, "Rich Dad, Poor Dad is one of the dumbest financial advice books I have ever read. It contains many factual errors and numerous extremely unlikely accounts of events that
supposedly occurred."[10] Kiyosaki provided a rebuttal to some of Reed's statements.[11] Slate reviewer Rob Walker called the book full of nonsense, and said that Kiyosaki's claims were often vague, the narrative "fablelike", and that much of the book was "self-help boilerplate", noting the predictable common features of such books were present in Rich
Dad, Poor Dad. He also criticizes Kiyosaki's conclusions about Americans, American culture, and Kiyosaki's methods.[1] Publishing success The book was originally self-published in 1997 before being picked up commercially to become a New York Times bestseller. It has since sold over 32 million copies and become a household name.[12] In his
audiobook Choose to be Rich, Kiyosaki said that every publisher turned him down, and Barnes & Noble refused to stock the book initially. He places his focus upon talk shows and radio show appearances, of which The Oprah Winfrey Show had the biggest influence on book sales.[13] In April 2017 a 20th Anniversary edition of [1] was published and in a
preface to this 20th Anniversary edition Robert T. Kiyosaki asserts that an estimated 40 million copies of the book had been sold worldwide.[14] References ^ a b Walker, Rob. "If I Were a Rich Dad" in Slate, June 20, 2002. ^ Olen, Helaine. "Rich Dad, Poor Dad, Bankrupt Dad? Cc;JoeChege". Forbes. Retrieved 2020-01-02. ^ "Top Selling Personal Finance
Book of All Time; Rich Dad Poor Dad NOW Available for FREE Download!". www.businesswire.com. Retrieved 2017-07-30. ^ "New York Times Best Selling Author of Rich Dad Poor Dad Robert Kiyosaki". 2016-05-06. Retrieved 2017-07-30. ^ "Rich Dad, Poor Dad Review – Revisited Ten Years Later". Investor Junkie. Retrieved 24 January 2016. ^ Will
Smith on making his kids read Rich Dad Poor Dad. 24 September 2010. Retrieved 24 January 2016 – via YouTube. ^ "PBS Honors The Rich Dad Company with Excellence In Education Award – Press Releases on CSRwire.com". www.csrwire.com. Retrieved 2017-07-30. ^ Susanna Kim (Oct 12, 2012). "'Rich Dad, Poor Dad' Author Files for Bankruptcy for
His Company". ABC News. Retrieved 31 May 2014. ^ "The Making of FUBU — An Interview with Daymond John". Tim Ferriss. Retrieved 31 May 2014. ^ Reed, John T. (September 3, 2015). "Spare us the finance evangelists and their false profits". Retrieved 2015-09-03. ^ Robert Kiyosaki. "Robert Kiyosaki's Public Response to John T. Reed's Review of
"Rich Dad Poor Dad"". Retrieved 2011-12-01. ^ "GURUSPEAK : Robert Kiyosaki". The Financial Express. Retrieved 24 January 2016. ^ Choose to be Rich, Audiobook ASIN: B000CSXWXW ^ Kiyosaki, Robert T. (2017). Rich Dad, Poor Dad. Plata Publishing. p. 7. ISBN 978-1-61268-019-4. Bibliography Rich Dad Poor Dad: What the Rich Dad Teach Their
Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not!, by Robert Kiyosaki and Sharon Lechter. Warner Business Books, 2000. ISBN 0-446-67745-0 External links Robert Kiyosaki's official website "Guide to Wealth" as aired by PBS public television channel KOCE in 2006 Retrieved from " The Rich Dad Classics Boxed Set is a collection of three of the
famous books from the series: Rich Dad Poor Dad, Rich Dad’s Cashflow Quadrant, and Rich Dad’s Guide To Investing. Summary of the Book Rich Dad Poor Dad This is the first of Robert Kiyosaki’s books from the series that talks about the secrets behind increasing your financial independence and financial intelligence. The author has focused on how one
can own high-value assets rather than settle for being an employee. Rich Dad’s Cashflow Quadrant This book will show the reader how some people attain financial liberty while others do not. He explains that there are four types of people who make up the world of business, but the business owners and the investors can create wealth by increasing the
speed of cash flow through the assets. Rich Dad’s Guide To Investing This book will show you how you can avoid the common pitfalls in business and turn your ideas into successful businesses. About Robert T. Kiyosaki Robert T. Kiyosaki is best known for his book Rich Dad Poor Dad. The book gained worldwide success and was a number one best-seller.
He has published at least a dozen books. Business > Finance & Tax> Jump straight to Webull! Get real-time market data, analysis tools and $0 commissions. Robert Kiyosaki is a successful investor and owner of multiple businesses. His portfolio includes a huge list of exclusive real estate holdings and oil drilling businesses. He also invests in other fields,
such as education, retail, informational technology, mining, publishing, and more. Kiyosaki is also among the most successful writers of personal finance books. He currently has penned over 20 books. Collectively, the books have sold over 27 million copies worldwide and have been translated into more than 50 languages. His second book, Rich Dad Poor
Dad, published in 1997, remains his best-selling book to this day. The book is popular among experts and laymen. It sparked the Rich Dad Poor Dad series that constitutes the biggest part of Kiyosaki’s written works. Quick Look: The Best Robert Kiyosaki Books Cashflow Quadrant: Rich Dad’s Guide to Financial Freedom – Buy it nowRich Dad’s Guide to
Investing: What the Rich Invest In, That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not– Buy it nowThe Business of the 21st Century– Buy it nowRich Dad Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money – Buy it nowRich Dad’s Increase Your Financial IQ: Get Smarter with Your Money – Buy it nowThe Real Book of Real Estate: Real Experts. Real Stories. Real
Life – Buy it nowRich Dad’s Retire Young Retire Rich – Buy it nowWhy the Rich Are Getting Richer – Buy it nowRich Dad’s Before You Quit Your Job – Buy it nowSecond Chance: for Your Money, Your Life and Our World – Buy it now How to Find the Best Kiyosaki Book for You Kiyosaki’s books cover a wide spectrum of subjects, ranging from investing to
financial freedom, how to run a business in times of crisis, and real estate. To find the right one for you, you’ll have to decide on a particular field and where you’d like to lay the foundations of your future financial independence. It’s important to make sure the book you select covers the themes you’re interested in. For example, if you want to learn how to gain
financial independence, you might want to go with Cashflow Quadrant. In contrast, Real Life Real Estate is for budding real estate investors and Second Chance offers invaluable insights on how to steer your financial boat in times of crisis. As Kiyosaki has diverse interests, it’s important to know what you’re looking for. Align with Your Money Goals When
buying a personal finance and investment book, you should make sure it aligns with your money goals. Also, it should offer ample knowledge and guidance. Kiyosaki openly roots for the small man and offers his extensive expertise in an easy-to-digest manner. The Top Robert Kiyosaki Books In the following section, we’ve laid out the 10 best books written
by Robert Kiyosaki. The selection criteria include book sales, significance and reputation among experts, and the amount of practical advice and guidance on offer. 1. Cashflow Quadrant: Rich Dad’s Guide to Financial Freedom by Robert Kiyosaki Source: Amazon.com Who’s it for? Beginning investorsPrice: On sale In Cashflow Quadrant, Robert Kiyosaki
explains to the reader the importance of transitioning from an employee to a business owner and finally to an investor. Kiyosaki reaffirms his belief that conventional education lasts for too long and teaches too little about money. Cashflow Quadrant invites the readers to re-examine the way they see their jobs, careers, or their own business – none of them
achieves true financial freedom for most people. It remains among the most influential business books to this day. Get it on Amazon Paperback: Get it now Hardcover: Get it now Audiobook: Free with Audible Trial 2. Rich Dad’s Guide to Investing: What the Rich Invest In, That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not! by Robert Kiyosaki Source: Amazon.com
Who’s it for? All skill levelsPrice: On sale Rich Dad’s Guide to Investing explains the difference between passive and active investing. The book explains the basics of investing, risk reduction, and practical strategies for generating passive income. Kiyosaki clarifies the difference between managing and growing your money and offers a wealth of tips on how
to transition from passive to active investing. Get it on Amazon Paperback: Get it now Hardcover: Get it now Audiobook: Free with Audible Trial 3. The Business of the 21st Century by Robert Kiyosaki Source: Amazon.com Who’s it for? All skill levelsPrice: On sale In The Business of the 21st Century, Kiyosaki tackles network marketing, how it functions, and
how you can make it work for you in any situation. Kiyosaki also gives credit to the multilevel marketing concept and offers his argument as to why it is the right way to go if you want to become rich. Get it on Amazon Paperback: Get it now Hardcover: Get it now Audiobook: Free with Audible Trial 4. Rich Dad Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About
Money by Robert Kiyosaki Source: Amazon.com Who’s it for? BeginnersPrice: On sale Rich Dad Poor Dad was published in 1997 and went on to become one of the best-selling personal finance books of all time. In this book, Kiyosaki lays out the story of the rich and the poor dad and the lessons they taught him in a conversational, approachable tone. He
dismisses the notions that you need to get a high-paying job or go to school in order to become rich. Get it on Amazon Paperback: Get it now Hardcover: Get it now Audiobook: Free with Audible Trial 5. Rich Dad’s Increase Your Financial IQ: Get Smarter with Your Money by Robert Kiyosaki Source: Amazon.com Who’s it for? BeginnersPrice: On sale Rich
Dad’s Increase Your Financial IQ: Get Smarter with Your Money was published 10 years after Rich Dad Poor Dad and focuses on the importance of proper financial education. Kiyosaki stresses the importance of raising your financial IQ, as he calls it, to get ready for the eventual financial turbulence, which the financial markets and world economies go
through from time to time. He also offers a wealth of practical advice on how to survive and thrive during turbulent market conditions. Get it on Amazon Paperback: Get it now Hardcover: Get it now Audiobook: Free with Audible Trial 6. The Real Book of Real Estate: Real Experts. Real Stories. Real Life. by Robert Kiyosaki Source: Amazon.com Who’s it for?
All skill levelsPrice: On sale In the Real Book of Real Estate, Robert Kiyosaki gathered stories and bits of wisdom from an ensemble of 20 top-class real estate investors. The stories are written in an easy-to-understand fashion and focus on giving you the edge in the competitive real estate market. Even experienced investors will find value between the
covers of this book. Get it on Amazon Paperback: Get it now Hardcover: Get it now Audiobook: Free with Audible Trial 7. Rich Dad’s Retire Young Retire Rich by Robert Kiyosaki Source: Amazon.com Who’s it for? All levelsPrice: On sale In Rich Dad’s Retire Young Retire Rich, Robert Kiyosaki tells the story of his wife Kim and how she went from zero to
financially free in less than 10 years. Kiyosaki urges a paradigm shift in how you see money and investing is necessary to achieve such success. The book is replete with expert advice and tips from Robert’s vast investing experience. Get it on Amazon Paperback: Get it now Hardcover: Get it now Audiobook: Free with Audible Trial 8. Why the Rich Are
Getting Richer by Robert Kiyosaki Source: Amazon.com Who’s it for? BeginnersPrice: On sale In Why the Rich Are Getting Richer, Kiyosaki tackles the key differences in how rich and poor people view money and investing. He makes a case against going to school, finding a high-paying job, and saving for retirement, which takes forever or never for most
people. He also dismisses long-term investment strategies in the stock market. Instead, he urges the reader to learn about money and start investing. Get it on Amazon Paperback: Get it now Hardcover: Get it now Audiobook: Free with Audible Trial 9. Rich Dad’s Before You Quit Your Job by Robert Kiyosaki Source: Amazon.com Who’s it for? All skill
levelsPrice: On sale Back in 2005, Rich Dad’s Before You Quit Your Job was aimed at aspiring entrepreneurs. Today, Kiyosaki’s advice drawn from real life lessons applies to all who want to gain financial independence. On the pages of this book, he explains the B-I triangle and eight principles of business you should know before you leave your day job. Get
it on Amazon Paperback: Get it now Hardcover: Get it now Audiobook: Free with Audible Trial 10. Second Chance: for Your Money, Your Life and Our World by Robert Kiyosaki Source: Amazon.com Who’s it for? All skill levels Robert Kiyosaki explains in Second Chance that there are two sides to every crisis – danger and opportunity. He also posits that
understanding the past can help you unlock future success and prepare you for further evolution of the digital age. The book is peppered with practical advice on how to overcome any crisis and seize the opportunities they present. Get it on Amazon Paperback: Get it now Hardcover: Get it now Audiobook: Free with Audible Trial Final Thoughts Robert
Kiyosaki’s books are great for those interested in how to achieve financial freedom and invest in the right financial markets for them. His Rich Dad Poor Dad series has inspired countless women and men to leave behind the death knells of nine to five jobs. 0 Commissions and no deposit minimums. Everyone gets smart tools for smart investing. Webull
supports full extended hours trading, which includes full pre-market (4:00 AM - 9:30 AM ET) and after hours (4:00 PM - 8:00 PM ET) sessions. Webull Financial LLC is registered with and regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). It is also a member of the SIPC, which protects (up
to $500,000, which includes a $250,000 limit for cash) against the loss of cash and securities held by a customer at a financially-troubled SIPC-member brokerage firm.
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